Tennis Match Results
UC Riverside vs Campbell
3/27/2018 at Greensboro, N.C.

Campbell 4, UC Riverside 3

**Singles competition**
1. LABIK, Ondrej (CAM) def. Pawel Jankowiak (UCR) 1-6, 6-0, 6-3
2. Kyle McCann (UCR) def. SCHWAB, Lorenz (CAM) 7-5, 3-6, 6-4
3. Filip Engstrom (UCR) def. O'NEAL, Jonathan (CAM) 5-7, 6-4, 6-4
4. SCHAEFER, Lukas (CAM) def. Nabil Abdallah (UCR) 2-6, 7-5, 6-2
5. SOLA, Gerard (CAM) def. Gilbert Chung (UCR) 6-2, 6-0
6. Vignesh Subramanyan (UCR) def. CLEMENTE, Fernando (CAM) 6-4, 6-3

**Doubles competition**
1. Pawel Jankowiak/Vignesh Subramanyan (UCR) vs. SCHWAB, Lorenz/WERNER, Dustin (CAM) no result
2. O'NEAL, Jonathan/SOLA, Gerard (CAM) def. Kyle McCann/Filip Engstrom (UCR) 7-5
3. SCHAEFER, Lukas/MONTEROSSO, Louis (CAM) def. Nabil Abdallah/Anderson Ju (UCR) 6-3

Match Notes:
UC Riverside 10-12
Campbell 9-6 (3-1 Big South)
Order of finish: Doubles (3,2); Singles (5,1,6,2,4,3)
No. 1 doubles did not finish